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Abstract. The goal of this research is to determine whether a computer based training game (HEART-SENSE) can improve recognition
of heart attack symptoms and shift behavioral issues so as to reduce pre-hospitalization delay in seeking treatment. Since treatment delay
correlates with adverse outcomes, this research could reduce myocardial infarction mortality and morbidity. In Phase I we created and
evaluated a prototype virtual village in which users encounter and help convince synthetic personas to deal appropriately with a variety
of heart attack scenarios and delay issues. Innovations made here are: (1) a design for a generic simulator package for promoting health
behavior shifts, and (2) algorithms for animated pedagogical agents to reason about how their emotional state lies te, patient condition
and user progress. Initial results show that users of the game exhibit a significant shift in intention to call 9-1-1 and avoid delay, that
multi-media versions of the game foster vividness and memory retention as well as a better understanding of both symptoms and of the
need te, manage Cime during a heurt attack event. Also, results provide insight into areas where emotive pedagogical agents help and
hinder user performance. Finally, we conclude with next steps that will help improve the game and the field of pedagogical agents and
tools for simulatod worlds for healthcare education and promotion.
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1. Introduction

While health outcomes may at first appear to be biologically
driven, very few appear to be completely mediated in this
way. Virtually all outcomes have a behavioral component
at some point in time. For example, many adverse health
outcomes can be avoided by simple behavioral change (such
as adjusting diet, increasing exercise, or quitting smoking),
or by not engaging in high-risk behaviors in the first place.
The lay public has a considerable stake in health care and
health outcomes, yet many behaviors reveal a lack of either
knowledge or concern about these issues on the part of lay
persons. For example, while there has been a dramatic de-
crease in the prevalence of cigarette smoking since the 1966
Surgeon General's report, the incidence of smoking among
youths has actually increased, especially over the past five
years. Numerous other examples exist, many of which have
the weight of legislation behind them, yet there is a failure
of most of these efforts to effect real behavioral change that
would benefit the larger population: e.g., motorcycle helmet
use, drunk driving, use of appropriate ear or eye protection
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in certain occupations, and even obtaining minimal prenatal
care. Not all programs aimed at reducing risk and improv-
ing health status have been failures. The fairly recent pro-
grams for educating women about the importance of mam-
mograms in early detection of breast cancer is one stellar
success. There are others, but their relative rarity points to a
need to assess health education and promotion programs te ,
determine their strength and weaknesses and to develop new
strategies.

There is increasing evidence that interactive learning sys-
tems have an important role in reducing health risks and
improving general health status. First, these types of sys-
tems have been used extensively in medical student educa-
tion [25,33,38,39] with a great deal of success. In addition,
these systems have been deployed for use in continuing ed-
ucation programs [31,34,38,42] in such specialties as clin-
ical engineering, military, and language training, to men-
tion a few. Second, numerous investigators have worked
on computer-based approaches to patient education, in a va-
riety of clinical areas, such as diabetes [57-60], heart dis-
euse [61], and asthma [62,63]. In a comprehensive literature
review and meta-analysis, [ 17] examined 21 research reports
that demonstrated effect sizes (Cohen's D) ranging from
0.21 (mild effect) to 1.91 (substantial effect). Most (63%)
of these studies had effect sizes greater than 0.5 (moderate
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effect). From this analysis, it is clear that computer-based
approaches should be considered as a potential medium for
educating patients. Also, [17] indicates that many of the
systems built to date were positioned in interactive environ-
ments, yet none of them investigated the possibility of using
game simulation and virtual personas to engage the user.

Game simulators have achieved extraordinary popularity
in the computer-based amusement market. The reason for
their success is simple: they draw the user in, often (but not
always) with extensive and sophisticated graphies, realistic
(yet fantastic) plots and themes, and engaging interface de-
vices such as sound and emotion. In short, these simulators
provide the user with a highly realistic experience that seems
somehow "human" in that it contains characters, or virtual
personas, with whom the user can identify. In fact, virtual
personas are ubiquitous in the computing world; they can be
found in chat rooms, usenet news groups, and even email.

Game simulators have been used in other settings, as
evidenced by the burgeoning educational software market.
Products such as the Jump*Start series (Broderbund) and
Reading Search (Great Wave Software) have the user go
through a series of exercises within the context of some
type of adventure game. Without the game, these prod-
ucts would be just so much mundane review of similar con-
cepts. In addition, products such as these usually include
one or more virtual personae, often acting as a guide to as-
sist the user. These animated pedagogical agents serve to
emphasize how much fun the game is to play, cheer on the
user when he is doing well, and gently rebuke him when
he is performing badly. However, no game-based applica-
tions (with or without virtual personas) in health care have
been reported, with one notable exception: Alcohol 101. Al-
cohol 101 [14,151 is a sophisticated game that is intended
to educate the college-aged user about drinking responsibly.
The game engages the user by ments of two devices: a vir-
tual persona named Norm, and realistic virtual environments
such as a party where alcohol is served. The intent of the
game is to change (or reify) the users attitude (and subse-
quent behaviors) when a choice to drink or not should be
made.

Given the success of Alcohol 101 (it is distributed to in-
coming freshman by numerous colleges and universities na-
tionwide), a similar approach, using game simulation and a
virtual persona, should be plausible in a more clinical set-
ting, especially one in which educating patients and chang-
ing their behavior is of key importance. Given the empha-
sis of the National Heart Attack Alert Program on changing
laypersons' behaviors in seeking rapid care for symptoms
of acute coronary syndrome, their program appears to be a
natural niche for this approach. It is estimated that 26-44%
of the 1.25 million annual heart attack victims delay longer
than 4 h in seeking care for their cardiac symptoms. Yet the
greatest reductions of adverse effects occurs if drug therapy
is administered within 1-2 h after an attack. Some of the
reasons for delay include a bias toward an optimistic out-
come [8]; lack of cardiovascular knowledge [22]; differences
in ethnie background [23] and race [24]; prior medical his-
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tory and non-cardiac co-morbidity [26,27]; and denial mech-
anisms [29,30].

We hope to reduce delay in seeking Gare for cardiac
symptoms by targeting a decision support game, HEART
SENSE, for use by laypersons as an educational interven-
tion. This system provides a game-based representation of
the decisions made by those suffering from a potential my-
ocardial infarction, as well as those who are potential by-
standers to such an event (such as friends or family of an
at-risk individual). The advantages of this approach over
existing methods (beyond those enumerated earlier), such
as call centers, written patient educatinn materials, and a
printed version of the algorithm are several. First, this ap-
proach is self-contained. No other materials, such as pam-
phlets, guideline sheets, or decision trees are needed. Fur-
thermore, the reasoning behind the decision tree of the game
algorithm is hidden from the user. They will not have to use
a potentially complicated tree that could be very difficult to
follow. Second, the game is instantly available and therefore
convenient to use. Regardless of platform, whether palm top
or Web, a user can access the game as she would any other
software or Web site. Third, written materials such as pam-
phlets and guidelines, perhaps made available from a local
care provider, are sometimes lost or discarded. Furthermore,
looking through these materials, even in leisure time, can be
time-consuming, and even boring for the user. Placing the
message ("rapid identification of cardiac scenarios and ap-
propriate responses") in the context of an entertaining game
puts the game within the intellectual reach of a majority of
the public, including older children, who may be the only
bystander at a heart attack event. Fourth, our approach is
cost-effective. The game is free of cost, needing only a per-
sonal computer that supports video and sound to run it.

While a game might appear to concentrate on changing
short-term behavior among users, its design is grounded in
various behavioral and pedagogical theories chat point to its
likely effect on long-term behavior. Because of this theo-
retical grounding, we anticipate that field application of the
HEART-SENSE game will have a high probability of suc-
cess, a thesis supported in the results section of this paper.
This section explains the theoretical grounding underlying
ont game.

2.1. Behavioral theory as applied to delay in seeking care
for heart attack symptoms

Various behavioral theories endeavor to provide a ground-
ing for the development, implementation, and evaluation of
programs that are intended to influence personal health prac-
tices. These theories have formed the theoretical foundation
for sexual health programs, smoking cessation programs, al-
coholism, and eating disorder programs. They have also
been communicated through a variety of presentation media,
including interactive computer software [ 15].
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The current HEART SENSE game is a multi-media inter-
active, computer-based health promotion program designed
to improve health knowledge and influence behavior among
individuals thought to be at risk of acute myocardial infarc-
tion. In general, any given behavior includes an action (e.g.,
calling 9-1-1), a target (e.g., a telephone), and a context (e.g.,
experiencing chest pain). Behavior theorists contend that thé
most effective interventions will be these directed at a sin-
gle Behavior rather than at multiple behaviors or behavioral
categories [15]. In this way, thé HEART-SENSE game bas
targeted "delay in calling 9-1-1" as opposed to a more gen-
eral goal such as "improved heart health".

In orderto effectively change 9-1-1 usage behaviors re-
lated to acute myocardial infarction, we have borrowed con-
cepts from several different behavioral models to tailor thé
HEARTSENSE game to thé needs of individuals thought to
be at risk of acute myocardial infarction [11,44-49]. This
piecemeal strategy bas been used in thé past [11,14].

In combining différent behavioral theories, care was
taken to ensure that thé resulting framework was applicable
to health behavior problems in general as well as to thé pub-
lic health problem at hand, delay in seeking care for symp-
toms of myocardial infarction [11]. In preliminary sessions
we accomplished this acceptability testing through internat
evaluations done by our team of co-investigators, both clin-
icat and nonclinical. We followed these internat evaluations
with a more detailed assessment of thé heuristic sensibility
and flow of thé HEARTSENSE game by seeking feedback
from two panels of clinicians (more on this in section 5). The
advice offered by these panels allowed us to more closely ad-
just thé game and be more confident that our application of
behavioral theory was in line with thé heuristic knowledge-
base among practitioners.

Our integrative health behavior model consisted of three
theoretical dimensions that were incorporated into thé final
version of thé HEARTSENSE game. As shown in figure 1,
these three dimensions - intent, skills, and environmental
constraints - provided a theoretical grounding for thé devel-
opment of our game [ 11 ]. This theoretical basis with which
HEART-SENSE bas been created will ultimately allow us to
confidently proceed to thé application phase of thé overall
project.

Theoretically, a given behavior becomes maximally prob-
able if an individual has a strong intention to exécute it, thé
necessary skills to exécute it, and an environment that per-
mits and encourages it. For certain populations, a behavior
may not be performed because people have not yet formed
thé intentions to perform it, while in others, a lack of skills

Figure 1. The integrative model of behavior change used with HEART SENSE.
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or thé présence of environmental hindrances may prevent thé
performance of a Behavior.

The most psychologically complicated of these three di-
mension is thé intention to perform a given Behavior. As
shown in figure 1, these are three primary déterminants of
intention (I): thé attitude (A) toward perfommnng thé Behav-
ior (i.e., thé person's overall opinion of performing thé Be-
havior), thé perceived norms (N) regarding performance of
thé Behavior (i.e., thé perceptions of what others think one
should do as well as perceptions of what others would do
in thé saure situation), and thé perceived self-efficacy (E) in
performing thé Behavior (i.e., thé belief that one can actually
perform thé Behavior when called upon to do so). Our game
helps users understand these barriers on a pragmatic plane
as we discuss in subséquent sections.

The HEARTSENSE game bas also included some state-
ments (madeat various limes by thé village characters and/or
thé agent coach, Bea) to inform thé user of what others think
they should do, and what others have done, in a heart attack
situation with a positive outcome. In this way, thé user is
motivated by social pressure that others think they should
perform thé Behavior in question.

The remaining two barriers to Behavior change, Jack of
skips and environmental hindrances, will also play a rote in
an individual's final décision not to delay when faced with
heart attack symptoms. However, both of these barriers are
minor relative to an individual's intentions. Usage of a tele-
phone is a common skip that most individuals are able to
perform without difficulty. In particular, thé 9-1-1 exchange
bas been promoted by thé HEARTSENSE game because of
ils obvious simplicity relative to seven or 10-digit dialing
schemes. Furthermore, thé vast majority of thé U.S. has been
equipped with 9-1-1 technology and individuals have been
made aware of ils proper uses. Environmental hindrances
will also be relatively minor when compared to barriers to
intention. Lack of a téléphone is probably thé most promi-
nent environmental hindrance. Nevertheless, more than 97%
of all households in Pennsylvania and more chan 99% of
households in Philadelphia have téléphones making this bar-
rier somewhat negligible [50,51 ].

In thé 1980s, prevailing wisdom (e.g., [34]) would have
driven us to design our environment as an intelligent tutoring
system that lectured thé users on thé Behavior change model,
and closely drilled them on practice cases. By thé end of
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the 1980s, however, many medical schools in North Amer-
ica began to shift from instructivism to constructionism, or
problem based learning. At the same time, intelligent tutor-
ing systems fell out of favor in the field of computer science.
The idea of constructivist environments caught on, and it is
still in widespread use today (e.g., see [42]).

Evidence shows that the constructivist pedagogy leads
to greater internalization and retention of knowledge, in-
creased ability to transfer il to real world situations, and a
personal sense of ownership of the knowledge or skill: e.g.,
sec [28,31,40,42,43], among others. Constructivist environ-
ments, like problem-based learning, favor student-centered
learning, self-discovery of clinical and behavioral insights,
and personally experiencing realistic patient cases albeit in
a simulated microworld. The more faithful the cases and the
microworld is to the real world, the easier the learner can
transfer the lessons to actual practice. Also, in constructivist
microworlds, if any tutors exist (and often they do not), they
act more as facilitators, resources for temporary cognitive
apprenticeship, and meta-cognitive aids that focus on learn-
ing to learn skills.

Constructivism largely affected how we designed and im-
plemented our interactive learning environment. However,
experiments by the senior author indicate that total construc-
tivism may be too unstructured for many learning tasks: e.g.,
see [37-40]. As a compromise, we add various degrees of
i nstructionism and a personal coaching "agent" to a sound
constructivist base as the next section describes.

2.3. The engage- instruct-construct-persist training plan

In particular, HEART SENSE consists of three basic mod-
ules as figure 2 depicts, plus a concern for long term fol-
low up. Throughout all modules, an animated pedagogical
agent called Bea (heart shaped character) accompanies the
user. The "Engage" Module includes an attention grabbing
sequence that is passively watched by the user. This includes
a scenario where a person ignores heart attack symptoms,
collapses, and must be rushed by ambulance to the emer-
gency room where il is too late to revive him.

This scenario is intended to set the foundation for an in-
dividual to adopt a proactive attitude toward performing the
necessary behavior (i.e., calling 9-1-1). Thus, if the user can
be convinced that performing the behavior in question will
lead to "good" outcomes and prevent "bad" outcomes, their
attitude toward performing the behavior will become more
agreeable [11].

Figure 2. Overview of the four modules of the HEART-SENSE game.
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The emergency room doctor then invites the user into his
office for a "didactic" session on how to recognize heart at-
tack symptoms and a range of delay issues. This training
tries to use simple concepts and terms that are emphasized
by virual aids and animations, plus conversational anecdotes
from the Bea character to try and remove the subject's barri-
ers to Intention (attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy). At the
end of this "Training" Module, the user is given a short quiz
on the critical knowledge. After passing it, the user is asked
to go out to the (virtual) community and try to help the resi-
dents avoid problems like what just happened to the patient
in the Engage Module. At this point the user has been given
the basic know-how (reinforced by demonstrating it during
the quiz) for helping the virtual residents in the rest of the
game.

Next, the users proceed to a village scene where they en-
counter various residents and hold conversations with them.
Some of these simulated characters are in need of help. The
pedagogy behind this "Rehearsal" Module is that the user
will put their newly acquired know-how to use, help the vir-
tual people to diagnose their symptoms, and convince those
same people to change their delaying behavior and seek care
without hesitation: i.e., to call 9-1-1. This module provides
the discovery experience where users explore how delay is-
sues arise, how persistent they are, and how hard il is to
convince people to take better care of themselves. The the-
ory is that users will take ownership of this know-how, re-
hearse it in the safety of a virtual world where their mis-
takes can be readily "erased", and build skills they can read-
ily translate to the real world for helping both others and
themselves. We have also endeavored to bolster the user's
self-confidence in actually performing the behavior through
positive reinforcement strategies during the game and gen-
tle (not remonstrative) reminders of their errors brokered
by BEA.

Thus, in developing HEARTSENSE, we have promi-
nently included attitudinal, normative and self-efficacy el-
ements in order to maximally engineer the intention to avoid
delay and call 9-1-1 in the face of myocardial infarction
symptoms. Thus, the user's self-efficacy grows stronger as
they are shown that they have the necessary skills and abil-
ities to perform this behavior, even in the face of specific
barriers or obstacles [11]. The next section of this arti-
cle explores how the Simulate Module works in more de-
tail.

Throughout the first three modules, the user is accompa-
nied by a virtual team-mate, a heart-shaped character named
Bea. Bea is an emotive agent with the personality of a cheer-
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lu] partner who helps users understand module instructions
and screen directions, and who encourages and cues the user
throughout the various modules. During the simulation mod-
ule Bea helps by watching the patient condition, game clock,
and score, and by alerting the user whenever good or bad
events occur. Section 4 describes Bea's architecture, emo-
tions, and logic. Bea is an attempt te, introduce a "persona
effect", and an appealing (or at least palatable) form of in-
structionism into the constructivist module.

A final pedagogical concern is chat know-how needs to
be fresh (near the surface) if people are to bc effective in
diagnosing symptoms and mitigating delay issues when a
heart attack occurs. When users are donc with the first three
modules, they will begin to forget their lessons learned, as
the months and years pass by. One way to minimize this
problem is to add a module that promotes skill and know-
how "persistence". We have not yet constructed this module,
but discuss our ideas for it in the conclusions of this article.

3. Interactive learning system and virtual world

We will begin with an overview of how HeartSense's Re-
hearsal Module interacts with its users, and then proceed to
cover more details. By way of overview, HeartSense works
like many other simulators in that it has a case base, a simu-
lation engine, and a user-friendly interface. Working on and
solving these cases gives the student practice in symptom
diagnosis, behavior alternatives evaluation, and choice. The
simulator, in turn, captures the dynamics of the patient's case
and the user's evaluations, decisions, and actions as time un-
folds. While the simulator primarily serves as a "place" to
explore and work out symptom recognition and delay issues,
it also coordinates with the Bea agent chat provides occa-
sional hints and teaching messages that explain the students
options and decisions.

The next few subsections present each of the components
of HeartSense Simulator in turn. The system runs on per-
sonal computers under MS Windows. The system is pro-
grammed in Macromedia Director, although the case base is
an externally editable XML file. The simulator supports sta-
tistics collection and student progress and keystroke track-
ing.

3.1. The case base

As discussed above, the case base ultimately will contain
multiple people having various types of heart attacks (or
not). Each such case (villager) is a state transition dia-
gram consisting of hundreds of possible dialogue, diagnosis,
and intervention nodes. A state is one setting of all patient
variables (the patient's situation) while state transitions are
user's actions possible from any given state or node. Simu-
lator time advances whenever a state transition occurs. Each
villager case (state graph) is indexed into 4 overall levels, in-
cuding a starting state (LO), a successful end-state and failed-
end states (L4), and the remainder being clusters of interme-
diate states that correspond to moving along the path through
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the diagnosis (L1), one of the A, N, or E delay levels (L2),
and correctly stating the intention (I) to call 9-1-1 (L3) -
readers should recall the definitions of these acronyms from
section 2.1. Intermediate states within each level, may be
(1) steps in the right direction but from which the student
could still branch to either a successful or failed end-state,
(2) commonly committed, contra-indicated actions that are
i mportant to teach about (and that are recoverable from), or
(3) default states that are reached by advancing the clock like
"wait and sec", "call the doctor", or "take an aspirin". The
base of figure 3 provides an overview of this case base.

To date we have programmnd just one full case -the "typ-
ical" presentation - and are using that to refine the repre-
sentations, the simulator engine, and the balance between
constructivism and instructionism. Based on the lessons de-
scribed later in this article, we are planning to improve the
design and complete the other cases. To construct even this
much of the case base we had to create an XML version of
the case file, a Macromedia interface to it, and a web-based
authoring environment so case authors could edit the case
base remotely from their offices and view the impact on the
game (bottom right of figure 3). This was needed due to
the large number of build-test-refine cycles required by our
clinical and behavioral team-members to design and deploy
even a single case into the case base.

It is one thing to learn an abstract behavior coping frame-
work when the doctor is lecturing about it (Train Module).
It is another thing to know how to apply the framework in re-
alistic settings. The simulator serves as an intermediate step
that (a) allows the student to practice and experience what
they would ideally encounter in the real world, (b) causes
the student to struggle with when and how tu structure the
multiple recognition and dialoguing dimensions in practice,
and (c) helps the instructor to control, broaden, and standard-
ize the learning experience across students, behavior dimen-
sions, and progress to date.

As the top of figure 3 shows, the student goes through
the three main modules - engage, train, rehearse. The En-
gage Module uses audio/video effects in a 2 min long Direc-
tor "movie" to portray a scenario where the patient exhibited
improper intentions (I) and, by implication, this lead to a bad
outcome (e.g., morbidity, mortality). The Train Module re-
inforces what was just seen but stresses proper behavior, and
closes with a quiz intended to reinforce the learning and rep-
etition of the correct answers by the user, and by Bea who
coaches them if they err in this quiz. This is another Di-
rector "movie" that includes the attending physician giving
a 4 or 5 min slide show to explain the anatomy, symptoms
(S), underlying health dynamics, and delay issues (A, N, E
in figure 3). There are lots of interactive multimedia and
animations plus back and forth dialogue between the physi-
cian and Bea to keep the material light and entertaining (user
affect positive). In programming these two movies (and re-
fining them several times), we have identified some portions
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Figure 3. Overview of the simulator as a generic toolset and how it supports the authoring and running of health behavior change gaines via the engage-

train-rehearse pedagogy.

of them that can be collected from authors via a template in
the authoring environment, though other portions are sub-
ject to free and creative expression processes. These are the
"teaching materials" in figure 3, top right.

The final module in figure 3 is the simulated "visit", ini-
tiated when the user enters the village, selects a village res-
ident, and by that starts a new case. The simulator's algo-
rithm then starts up and cycles through the basic state transi-
tions needed to process the case base and update the current
patient dialogs, user response options, and clock and score
icons. Each time the virtual patient speaks, the user is given
options (sec section 3.3) to reply. When one of these is cho-
sen, this triggers the simulator to evaluate the next state, and
if it is not a "win" state, then it repeats its basic cycle. If a
fail state is reached the user is invited to use the BACK key
and create a different outcome (or to exit if they are tired).
If a win state is reached, the user is congratulated by BEA
and returns to the Village menu, from where they can either
help another resident (in a future release) or exit. Each vir-
tual visit takes about 4-6 min depending on how many states
the user visits, though a given case could take significantly
longer if the user meanders.

L nd
S: S mploms
A: Attitude
N: Social Norms
E: ENcacy\Barrier
I: Intention
L: Cognitive Levei

3.3. The graphical user interface
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Our user interface is designed for use by these with mini-
mal experience in computer software. The only knowledge
required is how to move a mouse and click on a response.
Even this knowledge will be minimized when the touch-
screen kiosk version of the gaine is completed.

In the Engage Module, the user merely watches the
movie. The Train Module requires some minimal interac-
tions such as clicking to start an animated heart, clicking on
some buttons that display symptoms or that trigger discus-
sions between the MD and Bea about delay issues, and/or
clicking on answer choices for the 4 question quiz. The most
complex user interface occurs in the simulator's Rehearse
Module, as figure 4 shows. During the Rehearsal Module
when the user encounters a virtual character there is a score
bar and cime indication in the upper left, an exit arTow on the
upper right and forward/back arrows on the bottom right. In
each new state of game, once the virtual person and Bea are
donc speaking, the bottom left shows the responses available
to the user. Once the user clicks on one of these choices the
simulator branches to the next called for state.
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tright, leVs avait a while, OK?

dont thlnk you should watt. You
ust know someone who waïted
nd endett up i n real trouble.

4. Animated personas and emotive-cognitive
architecture

One of the strategies for assisting the learning is to include
an animated pedagogical agent. The literature suggests this
type of agent could make use of artificial life and emotive
computing to engage the user, entertain them, and motivate
them (e.g., see [1,38-40,42], as well as providing a key role
to assist and coach them along [1,40-43]. Iser [52] shows
that trainee performance is significantly altered (statistically
so) by tiny interventions such as candy, humor, and the like
that induce "positive affect". When affect is positive, sub-
jects learn 50% quicker, arrive at more accurate decisions,
and decrease risk-taking behavior. Lester et al. [1] in turn
show chat the "persona effect" which is the presence of a
lifelike character in an interactive learning environment can
have a strong positive effect on students' perception of their
learning experience. Silverman in [37-41] shows that situ-
ated tutors, coaches, and critics that can assist user judge-
ment during training and performance and can significantly
i mprove know-how learning and transfer. For these and re-
lated reasons, we thought it could be worth trying and testing
a lifelike character as a "buddy" or partner who goes through
the training experience with the user in an effort to keep af-
fect positive, provide a persona effect, and reap the learning
and transfer benefits. Understanding how best to incorpo-
rate such an intervention, and evaluating its value are a goal
of our research.

As figure 5 depicts, such an agent exists as an au-
tonomous process that senses what goes on in the gante,
decides how best to entertain/help the user within the con-
text of the overall pedagogical plan, and generates and exe-
cutes the behavior as its effectors on the user learning. The
next four subsections describe the building blocks of this

Figure 4. Example screen showing user interface.

Figure 5. Overview of the emotive agent architecture.
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architecture. The entire agent including all modules, algo-
rithms, equations, rules, animation stores, and behavior se-
quences was created by a group of 8 students taking a gradu-
ate school course (plus a Teaching/Research Assistant) dur-
ing the Spring semester of 2000. The agent is programmed
in Macromedia Director and the MicroSoft agent server as
well as with the help of the H&L Text-to-Speech engine.
Il is capable of running alongside the game which is also
i mplemented in Director, or independently on the Windows
desktop. A web version is a future enhancement.

Specifically, HEART SENSE uses a character named
Bea, who is a heart dressed in a cheerleader outfit and given
the personality of a bubbly, energetic, friendly cheerleader
who goes through the game as a parmer learning along with
the trainee. Bea senses what's going on in the game world
to form her emotions and then to express them back to the
user through her various effectors. Bea's basic effectors are
her voice, mouth, eyes, face, and posture and limb motions
which are able to represent emotions ranging across ecstatic,
happy, calm, nervous, dizzy, worried, and highly alarmed.
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For example, as thé right side of figure 6(a) shows, when
good things happen, Bea tan highlight them by cheering and
rapid, athletic movements. Or, when thé situation is grave,
Bea's face and posture reflect it, and her motions slow (fig-
ure 6(b)). Bea uses readily available lipsynching and voice
generation technology. This adds another dimension that en-
hances her believability and emotional state. Also, when left
in idle for too long, Bea stretches, yawns, and takes a nap
where her breathing and snoring are visible (but not audi-
ble so as to avoid intruding on user problem solving). Fi-
nally, Bea's role is primarily to tue or influence proactively,
prompt for input, and signal error recovery paths, so her in-
teractions are kept relatively short (most are under 15 s), ef-
ficient, and non-intrusive.

Various emotive agents in thé literature are comparable to
Bea in that they react emotively to stimuli from thé environ-
ment [ 1 11,53,54]. Like many of them, she bas an emotional
drive module that monitors thé environnent (game variables
in Bea's case) and uses sensed data to activate emotional lev-
els. Bea's basic emotional drives follow thé Ortony et al. or
OCC framework [55] of reacting to an event or reacting to
thé actions of another agent (thé user), and they are set up as
triparites, intruding an excited, neutral, and inhibited state.
For example, a basic emotive drive is "worry over patient
condition". When thé virtual patient goes from good to fair
to poor health, Bea's WORRY state moves from inhibited to
neutral to excited. Numerically, these are assigned a 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. Aside from patient physical condition,
Bea bas a JOY drive that decreases from 3 to 1 as thé pa-
tient's mental condition deteriorates. This is sensed from thé
game by monitoring a "levels" variable which tracks how
far along thé patient bas moved toward overcoming his/her
behavioral obstacles that affect pré-hospitalization delay in
thé dialog with thé user/trainee. There are 6 levels in thé
game, and this also measures how convincing thé user has
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Figure 6. Bea's lower-level réactive emotions are combined into her overall affect tu impact how she delivers a given message. Both figures (a) and (b) are
for thé same game event (score goes up due to plan progress) but under différent patient conditions and elapsed game times.

been thus far. Bea bas two other emotional drives as well:
one for FEAR of time running out (thé game must be played
within 30 min of elapsed game cime - about 10-15 min of
wall-clock time) and DISAPPROVAL for change in plan
progress. This last drive measures thé relative change in
thé variable used by thé JOY drive (JOY measures absolute
change since game start). It reflects whether thé user is
waivering in convincing thé virtual patient to advance along
thé mental levels.

A concern with thé OCC framework is that there is no
guidante on when to trigger thé différent levels of activa-
tion of thé varions emotions. This is left to thé agent de-
signer, a state of affairs that is unsatisfying [2,3]. Our model
of agent émotion-to-cognition connection seeks to overcome
this obstacle via a generic approach that should work for any
healthcare game since it factors in virtual patient physical
and mental condition, as well as user progress considéra-
tions. Ultimately, we wish to dérive a single Overall Affect
that tan be used by thé behavior choice module (sec sec-
tion 4.1) to détermine which effectors to use in thé game. To
do this, we first combine thé four low level emotional drive
values into two higher level constructs called Efficiency and
Effectivity. Efficiency, as shown in figure 7(a) reflects how
quickly thé user is moving through thé game both in terms
of elapsed time and progress in moving thé user through thé
levels of behavior change. The mathematics were derived by
apportioning time to distance traversal in thé game graph,
much as industrial engineers would derive efficiency from
work progress along a timeline. As figure 7(a) shows, effi-
cient play occurs to thé northwest of thé upper cutting line,
inefficent play is to thé southeast of thé lower cutting line,
and thé nid-space is neutral territory. At any moment, thé
agent knows if inefficient, neutral, or efficient play occurs,
and it assigns Efficiency a value of 1, 2 or 3, respectively.
These equations permit thé grounding of thé JOY and FEAR
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a) Efriciency = F1 (Elapsed time, Progress through game plan space)

b) Effectivity = F2 (Patient physical condition, Action)
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emotions, where each is directly correlated to the y- and x-
axes, respectively.

In the same fashion, figure 7(b) shows how Effectiv-
ity combines patient physical condition (WORRY along
the y-axis) with user confusion (DISAPPROVAL along the

Area1:0<-F<<-10J+5

Area 2: 10J + 5:9 F:9 Min(1OJ + 20,30)

Area 3 : I OJ + 20 <_ F <- 30

Areal : Max (0,1- 2D):9 W<<-1

Area3 : -1 <_ W:9 Min (0, -1- 2D)

Area2 : restof thearea boundedby (I WI <<- l, I DI <- 2)

Happy Area : 0:9 EFV <_ 3 - EFC

Neutra] Area : Max (0, 3 - EFC <_ EFV <_ Min (3, 5 - EFC)

Concerned Area : 5 - EFC <_ EFV <_ 3

if (Efficiency + Effectivity) < 4

if (Efficiency + Effectivity) = 4

if (Efficiency + Effectivity) > 4

Figure 7. Overview.
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x-axis). If the patient is deteriorated, then the agent should
be more concerned about users meandering. Due to this
inverse relationship, Bea's equations for Effectivity have a
negative slope, and the desirable region is now to the north-
east of the upper cutting line in figure 7(b). Again, Bea
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knows thé Efectivity at any given moment and assigns 1,
2, and 3 for ineffective, neutral, and effective playing of thé
game, respectively. Finally, Bea adds Efficiency and Effec-
tivity into Overall Affect (OA) as shown in figure 7(c). The
result gives Bea a deliberative approach to her emotions and
overall affect that she then communicates to thé Behavior
Change Module that we turn to next. This set of equations
also explains thé left side of earlier figure 6. There we sec
an example of how thé low level emotions are combined to
give différent behaviors in figure 6 (a) vs. (b) even though
thé same event just occurred for each bargraph (i.e., score
rose as plan progress increased).

4.1. Task plan, and decision processor

The cognitive processes of thé agent are to détermine what
actions (A) to take when a given event or other-agent action,
E(x), occurs. Here we view other agent actions as also being
events. Since thé Bea agent is tasked with helping thé user
to move efficiently and effectively through thé game graph
or plan, this means thé agent must connect thé évent to thé
larger picture and proactively select an appropriate response
action Ax (H, N, C). To this end, thé agent bas a Knowledge
Base structured as follows:

IF: E(x) & OA(H,N,C),

THEN: A x ( H, N, C).

Thus an event E(x) triggers an action, Ax ( H, N, C), mod-
ulated by whether thé Overall Affect, OA, is Happy (H),
Neutral (N) or Concemed (C). Events may be dialog speech
acts, score changes, cime changes, and/or patient (physical or
mental) condition changes. Actions are names of animation
sequences that are parameterized to correspond to thé OA(H,
N, C) variable setting. Currently it only takes 25 rules to im-
plement Bea's decision processor, though this will undoubt-
edly grow as more types of events are added to thé game,
and as we add new responsibilities for Bea as discussed in
thé conclusions. An example of one of these rules is shown
below. The conséquent of thé rule normally includes only
a lookup code, but it's annotated with thé text of Bea's be-
havior to make it readable for thé saké of this article. In thé
agent, thé text is part of thé behavior in thé next module.
In thé Text to Speech engine, an exclamation point is a ma-
jor inflection and emphasis point, so re-positioning of these
punctuation marks can greatly affect thé speech act.

IF E(score = 0.5 and score change > 0) & OA(H,N,C)
THEN:
(HAPPY) A-SIH: "Good job! Your score is going up! You
are helping <patient> to recognize that pain is a serious
symptom."
(NEUTRAL) A-S IN: "Good. You are heading in thé right
direction. The pain cannot be ignored."
(CONCERNED) A-S 1C: "OK, your score went up by focus-
i ng on <patient's> pain. But hurry up! We still have a long
way to go."

B.G. SILVERMAN ET AL.

The behavior generator module is responsible for process-
ing thé behavior lookup code (e.g., A-S 1H above) and for as-
sembling and executing thé proper behavior. This includes
retrieving thé behavior from thé animation store, synchroniz-
ing thé precise execution interval with thé game simulator,
and then running thé behavior with thé help of thé Macro-
media Director projector and thé MicroSoft agent server as
well as thé Text-to-Speech engine.

5. Usage results

In thé long run we hope to conduct a clinical trial of thé
full game's impact on personal healthcare intentions, knowl-
edge, and attitude shifts. However, at this point we were in-
terested in evaluating thé robust prototype to extract lessons
to guide thé final design steps. In particular, we wanted
to design a "pretest" experiment to: (1) assess usability
(e.g., learnability, navigability, clarity), (2) examine peda-
gogical goal achievement (e.g., within module understand-
ability, across module order, symptom, and delay coverage),
(3) appraise media alternatives (e.g., impact of audio/vidéo
vs. just text on user interest and tesson absorption, value of
vivid, and animated depictions on memory and discernment,
and relative amount of agent emotivity needed to achieve
success as a coach and companion), and (4) determine what
is measurable and how best to measure it. The results from
this experiment will be used to refine thé design and help
develop thé clinicat trial concept.

The pretest involved two types of evaluation activities:
advisory groups and user tests. The advisory groups in-
cluded two focus groups and a remote evaluation. The two
focus groups were medical faculty and clinicians at thé Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Health System with one group com-
prising 6 cardiologists and thé other group consisting of 6
general practitioners (5 family practice doctors, 1 diabetol-
ogist). The two focus groups met for 90 min each, during
which time an attempt was made to guide discussion across
a series of 10 topics after a walk-through of thé game. The
1 0 topics straddled thé first three items listed above from
thé viewpoint of how to design thé game te, best help users.
In addition, we solicited a scientific review from thé Amer-
ican Heart Association (AHA) to help answer thé question
of whether thé coverage of symptoms and delay issues was
accurate and pedagogically useful, and whether AHA would
host thé finished version of thé game on their website. For
this purpose, AHA was sent a copy of thé game to eval-
uate. None of thé focus groups, nor thé AHA, were ac-
tually shown thé list of discussion questions. In thé focus
groups, thé lead author, acting as meeting facilitator assisted
by one of thé other authors, tried to steer discussion along
thé lines of thé pré-determined 10 questions as best as pos-
sible.

The user pretest in tum, was far more structured and con-
sisted of four experimental groups, each seeing a different
version of thé game as summarized in thé four columns of
table 1 and as now will be explained more fully. Version 4
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Table 1
Overview of the user pretest showing subject demographics and subject assignments to measurements and to each of four versions

of the gaine.

36 < 2S < 55 yrs

1S < 36 yrs

of the gaine consisted of a purely text-based version of the
training module implemented as PowerPoint slides in which
there were no audio or video media and no animations. Fur-
ther, there was no back and forth dialog between the MD and
Bea, only the doctor's didactic material was included. So
this is a didactic version of the gaine. The other three ver-
sions of the gaine each included all three modules (Engage,
Train, and Rehearse), however, they differed from each other
on the degree and types of media included. Version 3 used
the saine training module as Version 4, and its Engage Mod-
ule was stripped of audio and also turned into a power point
slide show. Its Rehearsal Module was fully animated with
audio and pictures, however, this module eliminated Bea,
but had her dialogs pop-up as small text boxes on the lower
right of the screen. Bea's dialog boxes also appeared in the
same spot on the power point slides of the Engage and Train-
ing Modules for this version. Version 2 and 1 used Macro-
media Director for all three modules and permit all forms
of media to appear (audio, video, images, animations, back
and forth dialogs between virtual personas, etc.). The only
difference between Versions 1 and 2 lie in the role for Bea
in the Rehearsal Module. There, Version 1 permits Bea to
be fully emotive, while Version 2 eliminates her emotions

36 < 2S < 55 yrs

	

36 < 2S < 55 yrs

(fear, worry, joy, disapproval). Thus she only appears during
the Rehearsal Module of Version 2 at the intro screen to ex-
plain all the buttons and dials, and at any fail or succeed end
states.

Finally, table 1 also summarizes the plan for assigning
subject groups to measurement instruments. We collect up to
four sets of metrics on each version/group. The fundamental
purpose of our research and of our gaine is to cause a shift in
user healthcare behavior and intention. To that end, we pose
a before and after Intent Quiz consisting of four scenario
questions shown at the top of table 2. The answers to there
questions are open-ended, however, we translate the subject
answers to a numerical equivalent score to ease analysis and
interpretation. The scoring is as follows:

0 - ignore the symptoms or perform self-care with over
the counter medications,

1 - wait for a period (often involving a day or two) and
then call the doctor's office or 9-1-1,

2 - call or go to the doctor's office (possibly after a fairly
short wait - an hour or so),

3-cal] 9-1-1 immediately.

22 3

Gender (male, female)
Race (C = caucasian,
M = minorty)
Work (layman, health)
Heart dis. (none, history,
ai risk, diseased)

2F 2M
3C, 1M

2L, 2H
2N, 1H, 1D

I F, 3M
2C, 2M

2L, 2H
I N, 2H,IR

3F 3M
3C, 3M

6L
5N, 1H

3F, 1M
3C, 1M

4L
3N, 1H

Measurement taken
Intentions Quiz

Before J J J J
After J J J J

Knowledge Quiz
Belote J J J J
After J J ,/(2S) ,/

Questionnaire
Engage Module (5 Qs) (3 Qs) J J J

(5 Qs) J J J
Train Module (7 Qs) (2 Qs) J J J
Rehearse (11 Qs) J J
BEA agent (4 Qs) J J J J
Overall (1 Q) J J J J
Comments

Keystrokes collected J ,/(2S) J

4. Power point

(Training Module)

Alternative gaine versions

All 3 modules (Engage-Train-Rehearse)

3. Pop-up tex( 2. Non-emotive agent 1. Emotive agent

Media permitted in Text only Text and pictures in Engage All media allowed Saine as
Version Text only in training (audio, video, Vers. 3

All media in Rehearse back and forth except fully
Bea dialog as pop-up text dialog, animation) emotive Bea

No Bea emotions

User assigned to versions 4 4 6 4
Age of subjects 1S > 55 yrs old 36 < 4S < 55 4S > 55 yrs old 2S > 55 yrs old
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Table 2

Measurement instruments utilized by test subjects.

Intent Quiz
11.

	

If you had indigestion or heartbum not relieved by antacids, what would you
do?

12.

	

If you had a doit ache in your shoulder, not relieved by pain-killer (e.g.,
aspirin or advil) and not associated with physical exertion or arthritis, what
would you do?

13.

	

If you had only a mild discomfbrt i n your chest, what would you do?
14.

	

If you suddenly broke out in a sweat in addition to thé conditions in #3 above,
what would you do?

Knowledge Quiz
K I.

	

A person having a heart attack always has severe pain in thé chest.
K2.

	

Indigestion and heartbum might be thé only symptom of someone's heart
attack?

K3.

	

If you have symptoms of a heurt attack, you should:
(a) Wait for an hour to sec if they go away;
(b) Call a friend or relative to get his or her opinion;
(c) Go directly to your doctor's office;
(d) Call 9-1-1 immediately.

K4.

	

Once people know they're having a heart attack they tend to:
(a) Always call 9-1-1 or go to thé ER right away;
(b) Call their doctor and wait tilt he/she calls bock;
(c) Delay due to attitudes, social noms, or assumed barriers;
(d) Answers (b) or (c) but rarely (a).

Questionnaire
Opening scénario:

01.

	

The instructions arc clear on how to use thé gante.
02.

	

It is easy to get around thé screens.
03.

	

The opening scénario is clear about thé game's purpose.
04.

	

Photos and audio arc of good quality.
05.

	

The subjcct malter was depicted vividly and Chat will help me remember it.

Training:
T1.

	

This section (Dr. Levy's Office) is understandable.
T2.

	

The screens and buttons were easy to get around.
T3.

	

I learned something about heart attack symptoms from this.
T4.

	

The explanation helped me sec precisely what can go wrong in thé heart.
T5.

	

I learned something about pre-hospital delay issues four, this.
T6.

	

The material made me think of a time when someone in my expérience inap-
propriately delayed seeking médical care.

T7.

	

It is helpful to have this section before going into thé village.

Village:
V I.

	

The village scene is understandable.
V2.

	

The instructions for this section were clear.
V3.

	

The screens with Mrs. T were easy to use.
V4.

	

The dialog with Mrs. T was believable and realistic.
V5.

	

I was able to say thé things I wanted Mrs. T to hear.
V6.

	

This material helped me better understand how to help people cope with
delay issues.

V7.

	

Talking with Mrs. T added to my understanding of what to do during a heart
attack.

V8.

	

1 ara now keenly aware of how quickly time slips by during a heart attack
évent.

V9.

	

1 would relate better to Mrs. T if she were my gender.
V10. 1 would relate better to Mrs. T if she were my age.
V 1 l. I would relate better to Mrs. T if she were my race.

Bea character:
Bi.

	

The Bea character was clear.
B2.

	

The Bea character was believable.
B3.

	

The Bea character was helpful.
B4.

	

The Bea charucter was encouraging.

Ovemll:
01.

	

1 would recommend this game to people at risk of a heart attack.

Keystroke metrics
Total clicks
Erroncous clicks
Bock arrow
Total nodes
Failed ends
Total game clock time
Total wall clckk Cime

Immediately after thé first application of thé Intent Quiz,
we also give a Knowledge Quiz which tests what thé sub-
jects know about heurt attack symptoms and delay issues.
This second instrument is a short 4 question quiz (see ta-

6. Evaluation of results and next steps

B.G. SILVERMAN ET AL.

blé 2 for exact questions and correct answers) that is also
applied immediately after thé training module. In Versions 1
and 2, thé second application of thé Knowledge Quiz is auto-
mated with Bea providing feedback and explanation when-
ever wrong answers are selected. In these versions, thé an-
swers are collected in thé keystrokes file.

The third instrument is currently paper-based, and admin-
istered at thé end of thé game before thé re-application of any
quizzes. This is a 28-item questionnaire that collects user
réaction by game module to usability, pedagogical value,
logic/believability of characters, and recommendations and
suggestions. The précise questions asked are shown in ta-
ble 2. All questions are answered on a 7 point Likert Scale
with 1 labeled "strongly disagree", 4 labeled "neutral" and
7 labeled "strongly agrée". There is also space for free text
comments after each module's questions and subjects may
sélect NA for any given question. Since they only saw one
module thé questionnaire for Version 4 was shortened as will
be discussed below.

The results from thé advisory group sessions and from ap-
plying these various instruments and measures may best be
summarized in ternis of six topics - intention shift, pedagog-
ical value, usability, logic/believability, persona effect, and
miscellaneous. In ternis of intention shift, thé results from
thé Intent Quiz indicate that users in ail four groups expe-
rienced a positive shift over ail four intention catégories, as
shown in table 3. Although thé sample size (N = 18) is too
small to assess thé statistical significance of these results,
one can see trends in thé effect of thé various levels of inter-
vention. The subjects exposed to thé full version of HEART
SENSE and those exposed to only text-based materials expe-
rienced thé highest shift (125.0% and 140.6%, respectively),
while those exposed to thé mixed text/non-émotive agent
version had thé lowest shift (37.5%). In terms of specific
dimensions of intention, subjects tended to move away from
thé intention to care for themselves or to wait to call their
doctor in thé évent of a heart attack, after being exposed to
either of thé two multimedia versions of thé intervention,
more than those who were exposed to thé other two ver-
sions. All versions of thé intervention, except for Version 3,
effected a shift in intention to call 9-1-1. While thé shift is
most pronounced in thé text-only version, it is prominent in
thé two computerized interventions. This was especially év-
ident in thé Intent to continue to care for one's self in thé
event of a heart attack, where thé différence was 140% vs.
56.3% for thé computerized and non-computerized versions,
respectively. Although thé shift in intention to call 9-1-1 was
essentially thé sanie between thé two groups, thé intention to
call or see a doctor was substantially positively shifted in thé
multimedia versions. The important finding in this analysis
is that there is a positive shift in intention apparently caused
by thé full multi media and mixed pedagogy versions versus
thé didactic, text-only approaches taken by Versions 3 and 4.
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Table 3

Mean intention shift (as percent change between pré- and post-intervention) for 4 dimensions across thé
4 versions. Numbers in parentheses represent one standard deviation.

Table 4(a)
Mean Knowledge Quiz scores obtained before and alter intervention for
each of thé four intervention versions. Scores ranged between 0 and 4.

Numbers in ( ) represent one standard deviation.

Table 4(b)
Percent différence between pré- and post-intervention Knowledge

Quiz scores for each of thé four intervention versions.

% différence
in Knowledge Quiz score

Animated/Multimedia versions

	

51.4%
Didactic versions

	

25.1%

These intention shifting results were predicted by thé ped-
agogical theory thé game is grounded in section 2. They
were also predicted by AHA's Scientific Review Panel and
that explains why they approved HEART SENSE without
even a single revision required. For thé same reasons, after
seeing Version 1 of thé gaine, both locus groups of physi-
cians devoted a sizable fraction of their total time to dis-
cussing their concern that if this game were rolled out na-
tionally and widely played that thé ERs could not support
thé influx of added visits. Both groups strongly favored
such a roll out, and neither group was willing to water down
thé message, However. They favored sensitivity errors (false
positives) to specificity ones (false negatives) to thé extent
of insisting that no false positive cases should be included in
thé village - all villagers should have true MIs.

Looking at thé Knowledge Quiz overall impact, all ver-
sions effected a change in knowledge (table 4(a)), although
thé didactic-only version (V4) did thé best at improving
alter-thé-fact learning. The group using that version is thé
only group with no alter-game errors on thé quiz. All other
groups had 19-25% of their answers with alter-training er-
rors.

One interprétation of thé improvement in Version 4 might
be that thé other versions did not teach thé answers as suc-
cinctly, given that they introduced distractions via thé En-
gage Module, thé plot involving thé varions personas, and
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various audio/visual effects, and so on. Indeed, one of thé
physicians in thé Practitioner Focus Group pointed out that
this was thé case, and more importantly stated that thé quiz
questions did not fully reflect what was emphasized in thé
full multi-media versions of thé Engage and Training mod-
ules. Another interpretation might be that Group 4 had 50%
health workers (although Group 3 did as well) as opposed
to all laypersons in most of thé other groups. Also, when
we look at individual questions, we see that Group 4 had
thé least number of wrong answers when initially taking this
quiz - so maybe this was not a representative group in terms
of prior knowledge.

However, in comparing thé changes in knowledge score
between thé multimédia and thé text-based versions, there
is a substantial différence between those subjects exposed
to these two interventions. Table 4(b) demonstrates that thé
multimedia versions resulted in a substantially greater im-
provement in knowledge, post-intervention.

The Questionnaire was designed to provide insight into
thé user's réactions to varions aspects of thé intervention.
The raw data are are not very informative and they are per-
haps most interpretable when grouped into three dimensions
that reflect thé main metric foci of these data: Usabiliry,
Logic, and Pedagogy. Table 5 shows thé Questionnaire
scores grouped by these dimensions.

The usability dimension is vital since many of our users
may not be very computer savvy. This dimension was ad-
dressed by thé locus groups and by users responding to items
in each section of thé questionnaire including 01, 02, Tl,
T2, V1, V2, V3, and B1. All user réactions place thé us-
ability of all versions in thé positive realm. However, thé
strength of usability ratings are highest for Version 1 and
drop a little further for each successively media-crippled ver-
sion. It is interesting to note chat Version 4 bas thé lowest
ratings despite being thé shortest module with thé least com-
plexity (touch any key for thé screens to advance in thé stan-
dard PowerPoint slide show fashion). This attests to thé suc-
cess of our graphical user interface, thé use of simple mouse
actions, thé yole for Bea, and thé impact of multimedia. In
fact, this is borne out in table 5 which demonstrates that
thé three computerized versions substantially outperform thé
text-only didactic version.

The Questionnaire was also designed to provide in-
sight into thé detailed impact of one pedagogy versus an-
other. Versions 1 to 3 (multi-pedagogy approaches) result
in: (1) vividness that helps them better remember thé re-

Pre-intervention Post-intervention

Version 1 - Fully Emotive 2.75 (0.96) 3.33 (0.58)
Version 2 - Basic Bea 1.83 (0.75) 3.0 (3.05)
Version 3-Pop-up Text 2.75 (0.96) 3.25(l.5)
Version 4-Didactic/Text 3.0 (0.82) 4.0 (0.0)

TOTAL 2.5 (0.92) 3.5 (0.85)

Intention Version 1
Full Emotive

Version 2
Basic Bea

Version 3
Pop-up Text

Version 4
Didactic/Text

TOTAL

Self care 100 (115.5) 166.7 (116.9) 37.5 (47.9) 75(150) 102.8 (115.7)
Wait to call 112.5 (165.2) 158.3 (128.1) 87.5 (85.4) 200 (141.4) 141.7 (127.5)
Call/sec doctor 200 (141.4) 83.3 (132.1) 37.5 (47.9) 125 (150) 108.3 (128.6)
Call 9-1-1 87.5 (143.6) 50.0 (77.5) -12.5 (25.0) 162.5 (75) 69.4 (101.6)

TOTAL 125 (141.4) 114.6 (113.7) 37.5 (51.5) 140.6 (129.1) 105.6 (118.4)
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Table 5
Mean questionnaire scores grouped on three dimensions across thé four intervention versions.

Numbers in parentheses represent one standard deviation.

sults (05), (2) learning about symptoms overall (T3), pre-
cisely where symptoms occur in thé heart (T4), and about
delay issues (T5, V6), which may help to explain thé ob-
servation that Version 4 subjects had less to learn prior to
thé intervention, (3) subjects learned more keenly how time
slips by during a heart attack event (V8). These are precisely
thé areas where one would expect thé multimédia and simu-
lation/rehearsal effects to have an impact relative to thé pure
text-only didactics of Version 4.

The final Questionnaire dimension allows us to probe is
how logical (and believable) are thé virtual characters and
their scenes. We placed al least one question about this in
each section of thé questionnaire and coverage is provided
by 03, T6, V4, and B2. We found chat virtually all subjects
strongly or very strongly feel thé characters and their situa-
tions are believable and logical. In general thé least strongly
believable character was Bea as answers to B2 indicate. Here
there was a somewhat bipolar split where subjects in each
group felt either strong/very strong or they felt less so. The
non-emotive Bea drew worse believability scores than thé
emotive Bea. Given that Bea is a cartoon character, and all
thé other characters are photographs of actual actors, il is not
surprising that Bea is thé least believable. It might even be
surprising that she is believable at all, and most users proba-
bly should have answered this question as NA (only 1 answer
was NA).

Table 5 shows thé apparently strong effect of computer-
ization on thé perception by users that thé material is log-
ical. The différence between thé scores on this dimension
between Versions 1 through 3 and Version 4 is very striking,
and causes one to wonder if thé text-based materials are at
all effective in bringing thé reader (user) "in" to make thé
pedagogical experience more meaningful. Clearly, one must
question thé efficacy of text-based materials, specifically in
this study, and perhaps in general, when results such as these
are found.

The field of human computer interaction is split over thé
value of a character such as Bea for coaching and assist-
i ng thé user. Some researchers argue that such an agent is
distracting, hampers user's behavior, and potentially reduces
text retention [13]. Other researchers argue that "animated
pedagogical agents" play a critical role in helping and mo-
tivating students, thé more so as they display more realis-
tic émotions [1,28]. Our results lend partial support to each
view and shed some light on where animated pedagogical
agents are needed and where certain behaviors are inappro-
priate.

Let us begin by pointing out chat our entire game (all
3 modules) consists only of animated or virtual characters.

In thé Engage Module, Bea is added to thé mix of other an-
i mated characters to provide user companionship, entertain-
ment, and emotional bonding, rather than for purely peda-
gogical purposes. In thé other two modules Bea is a sec-
ondary pedagogical agent, although we had not realized il
ahead of time. In thé Training Module thé primary peda-
gogical agent is Dr. Levy who gives thé didactics. Bea's
role there is to simplify thé message, translate il to everyday
terms, and keep thé présentation conversational and anecdo-
tal. Bea plays thé identical role for both Versions 1 and 2 in
thé Engage and Training Modules. We believe this is why
Bea was uniformly labeled strong (6) or highly strong (7)
on being clear (B1) and helpful (B3) across all users of Ver-
sions 1 and 2, even by these who were neutral or negative
on whether she was believable (B2) or encouraging (B4). In
retrospect we regret not Having phrased thé questionnaire su
users of Version 3 could have answered B 1 through B4 with
other than NA for their pop-up text boxes. However, we sus-
pect their slightly lower game usability ratings are related to
thé lack of Bea's persona.

To summarize, a pedagogical agent like Bea seems to be
most helpful to reduce complexity, provide cues, offer com-
panionship, and enhance entertainment value to keep user
affect positive and promote learning performance. The ani-
mated pedagogical agent approach appears to become irrele-
vant where thé situation (or other characters) already provide
a sizable portion of these items on their own. Also, we are
unable to concur with Wright et al. [56] that animated ped-
agogical agents reduce text retention even though our Ver-
sion 4 subjects tested thé highest since our Knowledge Quiz
(and possibly Group 4's subject pool) was biased away from
thé material taught via thé animation. Finally, our cases to
date did not permit us to collect fine grained feedback on
when high degrees of emotivity helps or hurts, and this will
have to be a topic for our future investigations.

7. Conclusions and next steps

7.1. Contributions to date

B.G. SILVERMAN ET AL.

Several innovations have occurred during this effort. First,
this effort has lead to thé design of a generic simulation en-
vironment and authoring toolset that helps tu implement pa-
tient behavior change theory. The design permits game au-
thors to mix instructionism and constructivistic pedagogies,
multi-media, and animated pedagogical agents to enhance
user learning experiences and performance. Having such an
intentionality theory-grounded toolset as a generic capability
would be a first for thé field of healthcare education.

Version 1 - Emot. Version 2 - Basic Version 3 - Text Version 4 - Didactic

Usability 48.8 (0.5) 46 (4.6) 44.8 (5.3) 19.5(l.3)
Logic 25.0 (3.5) 22.8 (3.8) 24.5 (3.1) 3.75 (2.6)
Pedagogy 55.5(l.0) 49.8 (5.7) 52.3 (4.3) 34.8 (4.9)
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Also, thé design provides a mathematical grounding for
agents to dynamically calculate realistic emotional response
to changing game states. In thé field of emotive agents, thé
sensing of changed environmental states is commonplace,
but choosing which emotion to then activate is often based
on ad hoc or experientially derived table style lookup. Math-
ematically grounding thé emotion activation decisions in
game planning space makes thé agents generic to any health-
care domain, and this eases development effort.

A proof of concept prototype bas been created in thé heurt
attack domain that illustrates these various innovations. Ini-
tial evaluation studies of that prototype also lead to it passing
AHA scientific review, physician focus group predicting that
a national rollout of thé game would result in Emergency
Rooms being filled to capacity and beyond; and statistically
significant user shifts in intention to call 9-1-1 and avoid
delay. User test results to date also indicate thé full multi-
media and animated agent versions of thé game provide im-
provement in learner understanding and memory of symp-
toms, and appreciation of time management during heurt at-
tack events. This was not a full scale trial, however.

User réaction data indicate thé émotive pedagogical agent
i mproves usability overall as well as learner performance
during complex explanations. Further thé émotive agents
are viewed as highly useful as companions and for entertain-
ment that appears to keep user affect positive. Emotive and
animated pedagogical agents appear irrelevant when thé sit-
uation and/or other characters make it clear what is required
of thé user. These findings might be described as a corol-
lary to Lester's [1] "persona effect" which states that uni-
mated pedagogical agents are always helpful, credible, and
entertaining, but more so thé more expressive thé agent. Our
corollary, which we call "situational dependency", seems
to indicate that (1) différent types of emotivity and persona
are crédible to différent users, and (2) animated pedagogical
agents are helpful only where needed to boost companion-
ship, increase entertainment value, and reduce complexity.
Thus if thé situation is already understandable and compan-
ionship and entertainment offer little added value or if there
is a mismatch between thé virtual agent and user's person-
alities, then there is will be no persona effect and une can
safely omit thé pedagogical agent from that situation.

7.2. Next steps

What's past is prologue, and thé results to date provide a use-
ful roadmap to further research needs for both thé HEART
SENSE game and for thé field of simulators and pedagogical
agents for healthcare in general. In future research we hope
to investigate a number of these issues.
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